Whether it be in a single neuron or a more complex biological system like the human 18 brain, form and function are often directly related. The functional organization of 19 human visual cortex, for instance, is tightly coupled with the underlying anatomy. This 20 is seen in properties such as cortical magnification (i.e., there is more cortex dedicated 21 to processing foveal vs. peripheral information) as well as in the presence, placement, 22 and connectivity of multiple visual areaswhich is critical for the hierarchical 23 processing underpinning the rich experience of human vision. Here we developed a 24 geometric deep learning model capable of exploiting the actual structure of the cortex 25 to learn the complex relationship between brain function and anatomy in human visual 26 cortex. We show that our neural network was not only able to predict the functional 27 organization throughout the visual cortical hierarchy, but that it was also able to predict 28 nuanced variations across individuals. Although we demonstrate its utility for modeling 29 the relationship between structure and function in human visual cortex, geometric 30 deep learning is flexible and well-suited for a range of other applications involving data 31 structured in non-Euclidean spaces. 32
Introduction 36
The modern-day study of visual perception has led to an unprecedented 37 understanding of the neurobiological mechanisms underlying sensory information 38 processing in the brain. Although first being of interest to those pursuing basic science, 39 this understanding has since translated to more practical applications, notably by 40 inspiring the development of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) 1 which have 41 revolutionized the field of artificial intelligence 2 . In the human visual system, light 42 reaches the retina where it is converted into electrical impulses that are transferred to 43 the lateral geniculate nucleus and then through a hierarchy of cortical areas ( Figure  44 1) 3, 4 . At the bottom level of the hierarchy (primary visual cortex), neurons with small 45 receptive fields (i.e., the coverage area in the visual field to which a neuron is 46 responsive) capture simple visual features such as spatial orientation 3 . As those 47 signals travel through higher order visual areas (comprised of neurons with increasing 48 receptive field sizes) those simple visual features are combined, enabling complex 49 features to be mapped from the visual input. These more complex features range from 50 contours and textures (low to mid-level) to complete faces near the top of the 51 hierarchy 5 . This type of hierarchical processing is imitated by CNNs by using filters 52 with learnable parameters which are convolved across data representations with the 53 aim of capturing common features in the input. At early layers of CNNs, those filters 54 capture simple features, while in deeper layers more complex features are detected 55 due to the complex combination of the inputs of previous layers. Here, we report that 56 the story hasin a sensecome full circle. By leveraging recent advances in the 57 application of CNNs to non-Euclidean spaces 6 , we show that deep learning can be 58 used to predict the detailed functional organization of the very brain regions that 59 inspired them (i.e., the areas of the visual cortical hierarchy). Importantly, these predictions are made from anatomical properties alone and vary according to each 61 individual's specific brain anatomy. 62 63 
67
Convolutional neural networks are conventionally applied to data represented in two-68 or three-dimensional Euclidean space (Figure 2a ). A great deal of data, however, is not 69 best represented in such a simple and regular domain 6 . In the field of neuroscience, 70 for instance, data are often represented on surface models of the brain as many 71 cortical properties only make sense considering their specific location with respect to 72 the various sulci and gyri 8 . These surface models are essentially sheet-like meshes 73 that are intricately folded in three-dimensional space, maintaining the geometrical 74 structure of the brain 9 . Importantly, two points on the surface model might be close to 75 one another in Euclidean space but far apart in terms of cortical distance following the 76 surface (e.g., on opposing banks in a sulcus). To account for this and other non-77
Euclidean properties, techniques have recently been developed that generalize deep 78 neural network models to non-Euclidean spaces such as surfaces ( Figure 2b) and 79 graphswith these techniques collectively being referred to as geometric deep 80 learning 6 . 81 82 
91
Using geometric deep learning, we developed a neural network capable of predicting 92 the detailed functional organization of the human visual hierarchy (Figure 2c ). The 93 visual hierarchy is comprised of a number of functionally specialized cortical visual 94 areas 10 , nearly all of which are organized retinotopically 11,12 . That is, the spatial 95 organization of the retina (and hence the visual field) is maintained in each of these 96 cortical visual areas -albeit in a distorted fashion due to properties such as cortical 97 magnification (i.e., there are more neurons dedicated to processing foveal vs. 98 peripheral information) 13, 14 . Although distorted, this retinotopic mapping is known to be 99 similar across individuals and the mapping functions between the visual field and the 100 brain, at least in early visual cortex, can be described by relatively simple mathematical 101 models 15, 16 . However, considerable inter-individual variation does exist, and this 102 variation has been shown to be directly related to variability in cortical folding patterns 103 and other anatomical features such as the degree of myelination 17-21 . It was our aim, 104 therefore, to develop a neural network capable of learning the complex relationship 105 between the functional organization of visual cortex and the underlying anatomy. To 106 this end, we trained our network using the most comprehensive and detailed retinotopy 107 dataset openly availablethat from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) 22 . This 108 dataset includes high field (7T) fMRI retinotopic mapping data of a large number of 109 participants along with their anatomical data, serving as an ideal dataset for our 110 endeavor. Although we show its utility for retinotopic mapping, geometric deep 111 learning is flexible and well-suited for an abundance of other applications, both within 112 the field of neuroscience 23-25 and beyond. 113
Methods 114

Participant information and data overview 115
Comprehensive information about the HCP 7T retinotopy dataset is given elsewhere 22 . 116 Briefly, complete retinotopic mapping and structural data were acquired for 181 117 participants (109 females, age 22-35) following the HCP protocol 22,26 . All participants 118 had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Structural image acquisition included 119
T1w and T2w structural scans at 0.7mm isotropic resolution at a customized Siemens 120 3T Connectome scanner 26 . White and pial cortical surfaces were reconstructed from 121 the structural scans using FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) and were 122 aligned across participants to the HCP 32k fs_LR standard surface space 27 . Myelin 123 maps were determined by the ratio of T1w/T2w images 28 and appropriately normalized 124 to account for B1+ transmit effects 27 .
Whole-brain fMRI data were acquired using a 7T Magnetom scanner at a resolution 126 of 1.6mm isotropic and 1s TR. The data were processed using the HCP pipeline 27 , 127 which involved correction for head motion and EPI spatial distortion, alignment of the 128 fMRI data with the HCP standard surface space, and denoising for spatially specific 129 structured noise. The data produced (in CIFTI format) by the pipeline consists of 130 91,282 grayordinates: 32,492 cortical vertices per hemisphere and 26,298 subcortical 131 voxels with approximately 2mm spatial resolution. All data are publicly available on the 132 ConnectomeDB database (https://db.humanconnectome.org). 133
Retinotopic mapping details 134
For our modeling, we used previously analyzed retinotopic mapping data 22 were to attend to a semitransparent dot located at the center of the display and report 152 whenever the color of the dot changed (via a button press) to ensure their gaze were 153 fixed at the center of the display. 154
Population receptive field (pRF) modeling 22,29 , was then used to construct the 155 retinotopic maps. Essentially, this modeling procedure estimates the spatial sensitivity 156 profile within the visual field to which a grayordinate is responsive (i.e., its receptive 157 field). For this, the fMRI time series elicited by the retinotopic mapping stimuli 158 described above are modeled as the sum of a stimulus-related time series and a 159 baseline time series. The stimulus-related response is then obtained by computing the 160 dot product between the stimulus aperture time series and a 2D isotropic Gaussian 161 (representing the pRF), applying a non-linearity component and rescaling the result by 162 a gain factor, and then convolving it with a canonical hemodynamic response function. 163
The modeled fMRI time series is optimized in order to best match the real fMRI time 164 series by changing the 2D isotropic Gaussian parameters, such as its center position 165 (x and y coordinates) and size, as well as the gain factor. Once the best parameters 166 are determined, it is possible to construct retinotopic maps using each grayordinate's 167 preferred location in the visual field (i.e., its pRF's center location). Polar angle maps 168 reflect the polar angle in visual field to which a grayordinate is most responsive, while 169 eccentricity maps reflect the distance from the center of the visual field (i.e., the fixation 170 point) to which a grayordinate is most responsive. 171
Definition of the region of interest 172
As mentioned, the data files consisted of 91,282 grayordinates: 32,492 cortical surface 173 vertices per hemisphere and 26,298 subcortical voxels. Here, we restricted the 174 analysis to the cortical surface, hence ignoring the subcortical voxels. We further restricted our region of interest (ROI) to only include vertices within visual cortex using 176 a surface-based probabilistic atlas 7 . We modified the atlas slightly by extending the 177 early visual cortex (V1, V2, V3) ROIs to include the foveal confluence 30 as well as 178 combining ventral and dorsal components which are labelled separated in the original 179 atlas ( Figure 1 ). We also excluded the frontal eye fields (FEF) due to its discontinuity 180 with the remaining areas. After selecting only vertices within this region of interest, we 181 were left with 3,267 vertices for the left hemisphere (3,219 vertices of the right 182 hemisphere), adding up to 19,024 connections (edges) between pairs of vertices 183 (18,760 edges for the right hemisphere). 184
Data for deep learning 185
Our goal was to develop and train a deep neural network to predict the functional 186 organization of the visual cortex (i.e., the retinotopic maps) from underlying anatomical 187 properties ( For the modeling procedure, the data was represented on the midthickness cortical 198 surface model (S1200_7T_Retinotopy181.L(R).midthickness_MSMAll.32k_fs_LR. 199 surf.gii). Importantly, this model is a fiducial surface that maintains the actual geometry of the brain. Our results are, however, displayed using a spherical surface model 201 (S1200_7T_Retinotopy181.L(R).sphere.32k_fs_LR.surf.gii) for visualization 202
purposes. This permits all visual areas to be displayed in a single view. 203
Developing the neural network 204
Developing the neural network involved three main steps: (1) training the neural 205 network, (2) hyperparameter tuning, and (3) testing the model. Prior to the training 206 step, the 181 participants from the HCP dataset were randomly separated into three 207 independent datasets: training (161 participants), development (10 participants) and 208 test (10 participants) datasets. These datasets were used in each of the above three 209 steps, respectively. During training, the network learned the correspondence between 210 the retinotopic maps and the anatomical features by exposing the network to each 211 example in the training dataset. Hence, the empirically-derived retinotopic maps 212 served as the "ground truth" and the parameters of the neural network were optimized 213 to minimize the difference between the predicted and empirical retinotopic maps. 214
Model hyperparameters, such as the number of layers, were tuned (i.e., optimized) by 215 inspecting model performance using the development dataset. Finally, once the final 216 model was selected, the network was tested by assessing the predicted maps for each 217 participant in the test dataset. This procedure was followed for each hemisphere and 218 each type of retinotopic mapping data (i.e., polar angle and eccentricity) separately, 219 resulting in four predictive models. 220
Model architecture and training 221
We implemented a spline-based convolutional neural network (SplineCNN) 31 on 222 cortical surfaces using PyTorch Geometric 32 , a geometric deep learning extension of 223
PyTorch. Among the broad range of methods defining convolution operations on irregular structured data, such as graphs and surfaces, spline-based convolution is 225 amidst the spatial filtering approaches. In these approaches, filters aggregate 226 information locally, around a vertex's neighborhood. These filters exploit information 227
given by relative positions of the neighbor vertices with respect to the reference vertex 228 in addition to the information encoded in the connectivity, edge weights, and vertex 229 features. Thus, SplineCNN aggregates vertex features in local neighborhoods 230 weighted by learnable parameters of a continuous kernel function 31 . 231
Following the original study, we denote spline-based convolutional layers as 232 SConv(k,Min,Mout) of which k is the kernel size, Min is the number of input feature maps, 233
and Mout is the number of output feature maps ( Figure 2 ). Our final model architecture 234
included 12 convolutional layers with the number of feature maps increasing to a 235 maximum of 32 feature maps per layer, and then decreasing back to one final feature 236 map. A non-linear activation function, the exponential linear unit (ELU), was used after 237 each convolution layer. Batch normalization and dropout (p=0.10) were applied to all 238 layers, except the last. In our model, we only used Cartesian coordinates to compute 239 relative distance between vertices and the degree of B-spline basis m = 1, due to the 240 fact that models with those parameters showed better performance than the models 241 using higher degree of B-spline basis or using spherical coordinates in previous 242 experiments 31 . Training was carried out for 200 epochs with a batch size of 1 and a 243 learning rate at 0.01 for 100 epochs that was then adjusted to 0.005, using Adam 244 optimizer. Our models' learning objective was to reduce the difference between 245 predicted retinotopic map and ground truth (i.e., the empirical retinotopic map). This 246 we selected the number of layers that resulted in the best performance across all the 285 ROIs in both metrics (12 layers; see Supplementary Figure 3 ). This selection was 286 based on mapping polar angle values in the left hemisphere; however, we tested a 287 range of layers using the right hemisphere data and found similar results. Finally, once 288 the appropriate number of layers was established, we chose the best model among 289 the 5 models that were trained with the same hyperparameters but with different 290 learnable parameters (due to the random initialization) to evaluate on the test dataset. 291
For the eccentricity models (left and right hemispheres), we kept the same 292 hyperparameters as optimized for polar angle models. 293
Model testing and evaluation metric 294
The selected models were evaluated based on their performance on the test dataset 295 considering the same two factors, error and individual variability. Importantly, the test 296 dataset was never seen by the network nor by the researchers until the deep learning 297 architecture was finalized and the final model selected. Again, the error was 298 determined by the smallest difference between the predicted and the empirical polar 299 angle values in a vertex-wise manner and averaged across all participantsthis time 300 in the test dataset. Individual variability was determined by the smallest difference 301 between a specific predicted map and each other predicted map in the test dataset in 302 a vertex-wise manner and averaged across all combinations (9 combinations), and 303 then averaged across participants. 304
To evaluate the importance of the spatial organization of the anatomical features and 305 their variability for the prediction of individual differences in retinotopic maps, the 306 effects of modifying the input data in two ways was tested: (1) randomly shuffling the 307 anatomical features and (2) setting the input features equal to a constant value. By 308 randomly shuffling the features across the ROI vertices for each participant in the test 309 dataset, the spatial organization of the anatomical information was disrupted. If the 310 spatial disposition of anatomical features on the cortical surface is indeed important 311 for predicting individual variability in retinotopic maps, it would then be expected that 312 the model would generate less accurate retinotopic maps (i.e., higher error between 313 the predicted and empirical maps and less variable across individuals) compared to 314 those predicted when using intact anatomical features. Next, to test the effect of 315 completely removing the variability present in the input features, all curvature and 316 myelin values of each participant in the test dataset was set equal to the mean 317 curvature (0.027) and the mean myelin (1.439) values, respectively. Note that the 318 mean values were computed using all participants from the training dataset. By 319 removing the variability of anatomical features, the model was expected to generate 320 the same retinotopic map for all participants (i.e., no individual variability). Hence 321 without the ability to vary across participants, less accurate predictions (i.e., greater error measures) were expected compared to using the intact (and variable) features. 323
Data and code availability 324
The data used in this study in publicly available at BALSA 325 (https://balsa.wustl.edu/study/show/9Zkk).
The pre-trained models with 326 accompanying Python source code will be available upon publication. 327
Results and Discussion 328
Retinotopic mapping with deep learning 329
Retinotopic mapping typically involves empirical data collection performed by showing 330 visual stimuli, which are temporally and spatially controlled, to a participant lying in a 331 MRI scanner 33, 34 . Analysis of the fMRI signals elicited by such stimuli allows the visual 332 field location encoded by each responsive voxel to be estimated. The visual field 333 locations are usually defined in polar coordinates resulting in two retinotopic maps: 334 one representing the polar angle (or clock position) and the other representing the 335 eccentricity (or distance away from fixation). An example of these empirically derived 336 retinotopic maps for a single individual is shown in Figure 3 (top row). From these, it 337 can be seen that the polar angle and eccentricity maps are organized roughly 338 orthogonal to one anothermost easily discerned in early visual cortex (V1, V2, and 339 V3). Since the human visual system is comprised of multiple retinotopically organized 340 cortical areas, these maps are also used to demarcate the boundaries of the various 341 areas. The polar angle maps are particularly useful for this as the boundaries between 342 areas can be identified by reversals in the progression of the polar angle values. In 343 Figure 3 , for example, the superior boundary between V1 and V2 is found by locating 344 the band at which the polar angle reverses from progressing from red to yellow, back 345 to red. Likewise the inferior boundary between V1 and V2 is found where the polar 346 angle representation reverses from progressing from red to purple, back to red. 347
To map retinotopically organized areas without the need to collect functional data, we 348 built a geometric convolutional neural network (Figure 2c ) able to predict the polar 349 angle and eccentricity maps from anatomical properties alone (i.e., curvature and 350 myelin values). Figure 3 illustrates the predicted retinotopic maps with their 351 correspondent ground truth (i.e., empirically measured retinotopic maps) for a single 352 participant in the test dataset. Qualitatively, the predicted maps bear a remarkable 353 resemblance to the ground truth, appearing to accurately predict the main features of 354 both polar angle and eccentricity maps. To aid comparison between the empirical and 355 predicted maps a grid of isopolar angle and isoeccentiricty lines has been overlaid 356 upon the maps in early visual cortex. The grid was drawn based on the ground truth 357 data and then positioned identically on the predicted maps. Note how well the visual 358 area boundaries (i.e., the isopolar angle contours) match the predicted maps, running 359 directly through the polar angle reversals. A similar quality of fit can be seen for the 360 isoeccentricty lines. Although the grid is focused on early visual areas (due to their 361 organization being most well understood and hence most reliable to outline), it is 362 important to note that the neural networks are able to predict the retinotopic 363 organization far beyond early visual cortex, throughout the visual hierarchy. Being 364 smaller in size, it is difficult to see the finer retinotopic details in these areas, however, 365 the predicted maps in these areas do appear to reflect the general organizational 366 features present in the empirical datasuch as additional polar angle reversals 367 throughout the hierarchy (i.e., ventral, lateral, and dorsal to early visual cortex). 368 
374
The white grid illustrates isoeccentricty (dashed) and isopolar angle (solid) lines associated 375 with early visual cortex (V1, V2, and V3). Note that V2 and V3 are split around V1 and are 376 comprised of dorsal and ventral components.
377
Individual variability in predicted maps 378
It is clear that the geometric deep learning models can predict the basic retinotopic 379 organization of human visual cortex and that the predicted maps appear to be in line 380 with the empirically measured maps for one participant, but are these models capable 381 of predicting individual variability across participants? Figure 4 shows the results for 4 382 additional participants from the test dataset. For brevity, we only show the polar angle 383 maps from the left hemisphere, but all the predicted maps for each test dataset 384 participant are included as supplementary material ( Supplementary Figures 1 and 2) . 385
Additionally, the mean prediction error of each of the four predictive models are 386 summarized in Supplementary Table 2 . In Figure 4a , the empirical polar angle maps 387 are marked by unusual and/or discontinuous polar angle reversals. In the first three 388 maps (Figure 4a, Participants 2-4) , a discontinuous representation of the lower vertical 389 meridian (that is, the boundaries between V1 and dorsal V2 as well as between dorsal 390 V2 and dorsal V3) can be observedindicated by the gray lines. Importantly, these 391 unique variations were correctly predicted by our model. Perhaps even more striking, 392 we see that these borders have merged to form a Y-shape for Participant 5, which was 393 also observed in the predicted map. 394 
401
To further assess the performance of our models, the smallest difference between the 402 predicted and the empirical (ground truth) polar angle values was determined in a 403 vertex-wise manner (upper row, Figure 4b ). This error estimate was then displayed on 404 the cortical surface meshes to inspect where our models perform well and where they 405 suffer. Predictions differed most from the ground truth near the foveal confluence (i.e., 406
where the V1, V2, and V3 foveal representations merge), at the most peripheral 407 eccentricities, and in some of the higher order visual areas (particularly those located 408 dorsally in the intraparietal sulcus). Notably, each of these regions are known to be 409 problematic when measuring retinotopic maps empirically. For example, it has been 410 shown that retinotopic measurements within the foveal confluence are often not well 411 represented due to instrumental and measurement limitations 35 . The errors seen at 412 the most peripheral eccentricities likely manifest from the suppressive effects seen in 413 the cortex for retinotopic locations immediately outside the most peripheral limit of the 414 visual stimuli 36, 37 . Finally, the higher order areas are also known to be more difficult to 415 map empirically using conventional procedures due to their smaller size and their 416 higher degree of selectivity to specific types of stimuli 35 highest errors were again present in the foveal confluence, higher-order visual areas, 446 and near the outermost eccentricities. These errors, however, can be seen when using 447 the actual empirical values as input as well as the disrupted values, and likely reflect 448 the lack of reliable training data in these regions ( Figure 5 ). Contrasting the three sets 449 of maps, however, reveals that the errors were generally higher throughout visual 450 cortex when the input values were either shuffled or constant when compared to intact 451 input values, indicating that the spatial organization of the anatomical features is being 452 used by the network for accurate predictions. Interestingly, disrupting the anatomical 453 input features particularly increases the error in the dorsal regions of early visual cortex 454 ( Figure 6a ), which is where most the variability was seen across individuals in Figure  455 4. Complementary to this, we also see that the proper spatial organization of the 456 anatomical features is important for generating individual variability in our model 457 predictions (Figure 6a, lower row) . The variability across predicted maps decreased 458 when the input values were randomly shuffled. Moreover, as expected the variability 459 between predicted maps was equal to zero when the input values were the same 460 across all vertices; without variability in the input features, the model will always predict 461 the same maps. 462
To summarize the vertex-wise error and individual variability estimates in Figure 6a , 463
we computed the mean error and the mean individual variability across the visual 464 cortex (Figure 6b ). For this, we first grouped the 21 visual areas (Figure 1 
Conclusion 480
This study shows that deep learning can be used to predict the detailed functional 481 organization of visual cortex from anatomical features alone by building neural 482 networks able to predict retinotopic maps throughout the visual cortical hierarchy. 483 Remarkably, the networks were able to predict unique features in these maps showing 484 sensitivity to individual differences. Previous work has been done to map the 485 correspondence between brain anatomy and retinotopic maps in individuals by 486 warping an atlas or template 17-19 according to their specific anatomical data. While 487 these approaches are able to provide reasonable estimates of their retinotopic maps, 488 they have notwhen using anatomical information alonebeen able to capture the 489 detailed idiosyncrasies seen in the actual measured maps of those individuals. By not 490 assuming a prior structure-function relationship our deep learning framework provides 491 a more flexible approach, able to produce more specific retinotopic maps. 492
One key aspect of this work was the use of a geometric approach, which permitted 493 deep learning to be performed directly on the cortical surface model. Doing so, we 494 were able to take advantage of the actual structure of the brain and hence more 495 appropriately represent the data to the neural network. It is not rare for data to better 496 be represented in a non-Euclidean space than in the Euclidean one. For example, also 497 within the field of neuroscience, brain functional networks are often represented as 498 graphs (i.e., connectomes) in which connections between two brain regions do not 499 necessarily represent the physical distance between them. Geometric deep learning, 500 being also well-suited for graph data 6 , offers the field a powerful tool given the growing 501 interest in predicting aspects of human behavior from these functional connectivity 502 graphs. Beyond neuroscience lies a wide range of other potential applications for 503 these geometric deep learning techniquesincluding application to topological data 504 in earth science 40 , genetic and protein structure data in biological science 41-43 , drug 505 discovery in chemistry science 44 , cosmological data in physical science 45 , and more. 506
